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How can we know howmuch racial animus costs a black presidential candidate, if many people lie to surveys? I
suggest a new proxy for an area's racial animus from a non-survey source: the percent of Google search queries
that include racially charged language. I compare the proxy to Barack Obama's vote shares, controlling for the
vote share of the previous Democratic presidential candidate, John Kerry. An area's racially charged search rate
is a robust negative predictor of Obama's vote share. Continuing racial animus in the United States appears to
have cost Obama roughly four percentage points of the national popular vote in both 2008 and 2012. The esti-
mates using Google search data are 1.5 to 3 times larger than survey-based estimates.
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1. Introduction

Note: This research uses Google search terms containing sensitive
language. I refer to these words in coded language in the text. Readers
can find the exact words in Table B.1.

Does racial animus cost a black candidate a substantial number of
votes in contemporary America? The most recent review of the litera-
ture is inconclusive: “Despite considerable effort by numerous re-
searchers over several decades, there is still no widely accepted
answer as to whether or not prejudice against blacks remains a potent
factor within American politics” (Huddy and Feldman, 2009).

There are twomain reasons the answer to this question is of interest
to scholars: first, it would help us better understand the extent of con-
temporary prejudice1; second, it would increase our understanding of
the determinants of voting.2 There is one main reason the question
Lawrence Katz for immensely
s with James Alt, Joe Altonji,
rrios, Lorenzo Casaburi, Gary
nd Fryer, Claudine Gay, Joshua
hild, Guido Imbens, Gary King,
ss, Ben Ranish, Matt Resseger,
arian, Cornel West, and Danny

voluminous literature studying
to study discrimination include
(Parsons et al., 2011); baseball
et al., 2001); and employers re-
, 2004).
utcomes fully determinevoting.
viations from an extreme inter-
Alesina and Rosenthal, 1995;
has proven so difficult: individuals' tendency to withhold socially unac-
ceptable attitudes, such as negative feelings towards blacks, from sur-
veys (Tourangeau and Ting, 2007; Berinsky, 1999, 2002; Gilens et al.,
1998; Kuklinski et al., 1997).

This paper uses non-survey-based methodology. I suggest a data
source not previously used to study prejudice. I proxy an area's ra-
cial animus based on the percent of Google search queries that in-
clude racially charged language. I compare the proxy to Barack
Obama's vote shares, controlling for John Kerry's presidential vote
share.

Google data, evidence suggests, are unlikely to suffer from major
social censoring: Google searchers are online and likely alone, both
of which make it easier to express socially taboo thoughts (Kreuter
et al., 2009). Individuals, indeed, note that they are unusually forth-
coming with Google (Conti and Sobiesk, 2007). The large number of
searches for pornography and sensitive health information adds ad-
ditional evidence that Google searchers express interests not easily
elicited by other means. Furthermore, aggregating information
frommillions of searches, Google can meaningfully reveal social pat-
terns. The percent of Google searches that include the word “God,”
for example, explains more than 60% of area-level variation in belief
in God.

I define an area's racially charged search rate as the percent of Goo-
gle searches, from 2004 to 2007, that included the word “[Word 1]” or
“[Word 1](s).” I choose the most salient word to constrain data-
mining.3 I do not include data after 2007 to avoid capturing reverse
3 Kennedy (2003, p. 22) says that this is “the best known of the American language's
many racial insults… the paradigmatic slur.”

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jpubeco.2014.04.010&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2014.04.010
mailto:seth.stephens@gmail.com
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2014.04.010
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00472727


5 This paper is also related to an emerging literature that uses text as data. Important
contributions in this literature include Lucca and Trebbi (2009), which codes Fed an-
nouncements to find how the market responds to them and Gentzkow and Shapiro
(2010), which measures the slant of U.S. newspapers based on the words that they use.
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causation, with dislike for Obama causing individuals to use racially
charged language on Google.

The epithet is searched for with some frequency on Google. From
2004 to 2007, the word “[Word 1](s)” was included in roughly the
same number of Google searches as words and phrases such as “mi-
graine(s),” “economist,” “sweater,” “Daily Show,” and “Lakers.” The
most common searches that include the epithet, such as “[Word 1]
jokes” and “I hate [Word 1](s),” return websites with derogatory mate-
rial about African-Americans. From 2004 to 2007, the searches were
most popular inWest Virginia; upstate New York; rural Illinois; eastern
Ohio; southern Mississippi; western Pennsylvania; and southern
Oklahoma.

Racially charged search rate is a significant, negative predictor of
Obama's 2008 and 2012 vote shares, controlling for Kerry's 2004 vote
share. The result is robust to controls for changes in unemployment
rates; home-state candidate preference; Census division fixed effects;
demographic controls; and long-term trends in Democratic voting.
The estimated effect is somewhat larger when adding controls for an
area's Google search rates for other terms that are moderately correlat-
ed with search rate for “[Word 1]” but is not evidence for racial animus.
In particular, I control for search rates for “African American,” “[Word
2],” (the alternate spelling used in nearly all rap songs that include the
word), and profane language.

A non-racial explanation for the results might be that areas with
higher racially charged search rates became less likely, during this
time period, to support Democratic candidates, more generally.
This, though, does not fit the evidence. There is not a significant rela-
tionship between an area's racially charged search rate and changes
in either House Democratic vote shares or measured liberalism over
the same time period. Further, polling data suggest that neither
Hillary Clinton nor John Edwards would have faced a similar punish-
ment in areas with high racially charged search rates had either been
the 2008 nominee instead of Obama.

The preferred point estimates imply that, relative to themost racially
tolerant areas in the United States, prejudice cost Obama 4.2 percentage
points of the national popular vote in 2008 and 4.0 percentage points in
2012. These numbers imply that, among white voters who would have
supported a white Democratic presidential candidate in 2008 (2012),
9.1 (9.5) percent did not support a black Democratic presidential
candidate.

Obama lost substantially more votes from racial animus, I argue,
than he gained fromhis race. Back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest
that Obama gained atmost only about one percentage point of the pop-
ular vote from increased African-American support. The effect was lim-
ited by African-Americans constituting less than 13% of the population
and overwhelmingly supporting every Democratic candidate. Evidence
from other research, as well as some new analysis in this paper, suggest
that few white voters swung in Obama's favor in the 2008 or 2012 gen-
eral elections due to his race.4

This paper builds on and contributes to the large literature,
reviewed by Huddy and Feldman (2009), testing for the effects of ra-
cial attitudes on black candidates. The Google-based methodology
finds significantly larger effects of racial attitudes on Obama than
comparable estimates using a survey-based methodology (Mas and
Moretti, 2009; Piston, 2010; Pasek et al., 2010; Schaffner, 2011;
Lewis-Beck et al., 2010; Kinder and Dale-Riddle, 2012; Tesler and
Sears, 2010a). In Section 4.1, I argue that this paper's methodology
also allows for a more robust test of a causal effect of racial animus,
relative to other papers in the literature.
4 The effect of race on the overall probability of being elected presidentwould also have
to consider the effects of race on primary voting and on fundraising. These questions are
beyond the scope of this paper.
In addition, the new proxy of area-level prejudice might be
useful to literatures in social economics (Alesina et al., 2001;
Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002), labor economics (Charles and
Guryan, 2008), and urban economics (Cutler et al., 1999; Card
et al., 2008).

More generally, the paper adds further support for a potentially
large role for Google data in the social sciences.5 Previous papers
using the data source have tended to note correlations between
Google searches and other data (Ginsberg et al., 2009; Seifter et al.,
2010; Varian and Choi, 2010; Scheitle, 2011). This paper shows
clearly that Google search query data can do more than correlate
with existing measures; on socially sensitive topics, they can give
better data and open new research on old questions. If I am correct
that the Google database contains the best evidence on such a
well-examined question, that the Google database might contain
the best evidence on many important questions does not seem
such a large leap.6
2. Google-search proxy for an area's racial animus

2.1. Motivation

Before discussing the proxy for racial animus, I motivate using
Google data to proxy a socially sensitive attitude. In 2007, nearly
70% of Americans had access to the internet at home (CPS, 2007).
More than half of searches in 2007 were performed on Google
(Burns, 2007). Google searchers are somewhat more likely to be af-
fluent, though large numbers of all demographics use the service
(Hopkins, 2008).

Aggregating millions of searches, Google search data consistently
correlate strongly with demographics of those one might most expect
to perform the searches (see Table 1). Search rate for the word “God”
explains 65% of the variation in percent of a state's residents believing
in God. Search rate for “gun” explains 62% of the variation in a state's
gun ownership rate. These high signal-to-noise ratios hold despite
some searchers typing the words for reasons unrelated to religion or
firearms and not all religious individuals or gun owners actually includ-
ing the term in a Google search (The ‘top search’ for “God” is “God of
War,” a video game. The ‘top search’ for “gun” is “Smoking Gun,” a
website that reveals sensational, crime-related documents.) If a certain
group is more likely to use a term on Google, aggregating millions of
searches and dividing by total searches will give a good proxy for that
group's area-level population.

Furthermore, evidence strongly suggests that Google elicits socially
sensitive attitudes. As mentioned in the Introduction, the conditions
under which people search – online, likely alone, and not participating
in an official survey – limit the concern of social censoring. The popular-
ity of search terms related to sensitive topics further supports this use.
The word “porn,” for example, is included in more searches in the
United States than the word “weather.”7
6 Indeed, since the first draft of this paper, Google search data has been used to predict
turnout (Stephens-Davidowitz, 2013b); measure child abuse (Stephens-Davidowitz,
2012); quantify job search (Baker and Fradkin, 2013); and measure the size of the gay
population (Stephens-Davidowitz, 2013a); quantify interest in birth control and abortion
(Kearney and Levine, 2014); and detect gender biases and son preference of parents
(Stephens-Davidowitz, 2014).

7 Only about 20% of Americans admit to the GSS that they havewatched a pornographic
movie within the past year.



Fig. 1. Selected words and phrases included in Google searches roughly as frequently as
“[word 1](s),” 2004–2007. Notes: This figure shows selected words and phrases included
in a similar number of searches, from 2004 to 2007, as “[Word 1](s).” The number corre-
sponds to the ratio of total Google searches that include that word to total Google searches
that include the racial epithet. “Daily Show,” for example, was included in about 6% more
searches than the racial epithet. “Economist”was included in about 20% fewer searches. It
is worth emphasizing again that this counts any searches including theword or phrase. So
searches such as “The Daily Show” and “Daily Show clips” will be counted in the search
total for “Daily Show.” And Google considers searches case-insensitive. So “daily show”

and “daily show clips”would also count.While thewords includedwere rather arbitrarily
selected, another benchmark to use is “weather.” “Weather”was included in only about 81
times more searches than “[Word 1](s)” during this time period. All numbers presented
were estimated using Google Trends.

Table 1
Signal-to-noise ratio in Google search terms.

Term Underlying variable t-Stat R2

God Percent believe in god 8.45 0.65
Gun Percent own gun 8.94 0.62
African American(s) Percent Black 13.15 0.78
Hispanic Percent Hispanic 8.71 0.61
Jewish Percent Jewish 17.08 0.86

Notes: The t-stat and R2 are from a regression with the normalized search volume of the
word(s) in the first column as the independent variable and measures of the value in
the second column as the dependent variable. The normalized search volume for all
terms is from 2004 to 2007. All data are at the state level. Percent Black and Percent His-
panic are from the American Community Survey, for 2008; the Jewish population is
from 2002, gun ownership from 2001, and belief in God from 2007. Jewish data are miss-
ing one observation (South Dakota); belief in God data are missing for 10 states. The data
for belief in God, percent Jewish, and percent owning guns can be found at http://
pewforum.org/how-religious-is-your-state-.aspx, http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/
jsource/US-Israel/usjewpop.html, and http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/
interactives/guns/ownership.html, respectively.
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2.2. Proxy

I define an area j's racially charged search rate as the percentage of
its Google searches, from 2004 to 2007, that included the word
“[Word 1]” or its plural.8

Racially Charged Search Ratej

¼ Google searches including the word “ Word1½ � sð Þ”
Total Google searches

� �
j;2004–2007

: ð1Þ

The racial epithet is a fairly common word used in Google search
queries: Fig. 1 shows other terms that were included in a similar num-
ber of searches, from 2004 to 2007.9 The word “migraine”was included
in about 30% fewer searches than the epithet. Theword “Lakers” and the
phrase “Daily Show” were each included in about 5% more searches.10

While thesewords and phraseswere chosen rather arbitrarily as bench-
marks, the number of searches including the term can also be compared
to the number of searches including one of the most common words,
“weather.” Search volume including the racial epithet, from 2004 to
2007, was within two orders of magnitude of search volume including
“weather.”11

What are searchers looking for? About one quarter of the searches
including the racial epithet, from 2004 to 2007, also included the
8 As mentioned in the Introduction, data prior to 2008 are used to avoid capturing re-
verse causation. About 5% of searches including “[Word 1]” in 2008 also included theword
“Obama,” suggesting that feelings towards Obamawere a factor in racially charged search
in 2008. Searches including both the epithet and “Obama” were virtually non-existent in
2007. It is also worth noting that area-level search rates for the racial epithet are highly
correlated through time, and any choice of dates will yield roughly similar results. For ex-
ample, the correlation between 2004–2007 and 2008–present state-level racially charged
search rate is 0.94. Using just one word or phrase, even one that can be used for different
reasons, to proxy an underlying attitude builds on thework of scholars whohave conduct-
ed text analysis of newspapers. For example, Saiz and Simonsohn (2008) argue that news
stories about a city that include the word “corruption” can proxy a city's corruption, and
Gentzkow et al. (2011) show that, historically, Republican (Democratic) newspapers in-
clude significantly more mentions of Republican (Democratic) presidential candidates.

9 The percentage of Google searches including the racial epithet was roughly constant
from 2004 to 2008. There were, though, notable spikes in the days following Hurricane
Katrina and in early November 2008, particularly on Election Day. The percentage of Goo-
gle searches including the term dropped after the 2008 election and has consistently been
about 20% lower during Obama's presidency than prior to his presidency. An emerging lit-
erature is examining how Obama's presidency has affected racial attitudes (DellaVigna,
2010; Valentino and Brader, 2011; Tesler, 2012; Tesler and Sears, 2010b).
10 Google data are case-insensitive. So I am comparing the racial epithet to searches that
include either “lakers” or “Lakers.”
11 Absolute search volumes forwords, during this time period, are not publicly available.
Google AdWords informs us that roughly 7 million searches have included the racial epi-
thet in the previous year. As mentioned earlier, the term was included in about 20% more
Google searches during the time period used than the previous year. However, of course,
far fewer searches were conducted on Google during this time period than inmore recent
years.
word “jokes,” searches that yield derogatory entertainment based on
harsh African-American stereotypes. These same joke sites, with derog-
atory depictions of African-Americans, are also among the top returns
for a Google search of just the epithet or its plural, representing about
10% of total searches that included the epithet.12 More information on
the searches can also be gleaned from the ‘top searches,’ the most com-
mon searches before or after searches including the word (see Table 2).
Searchers are consistently looking for entertainment featuring deroga-
tory depictions of African-Americans. The top hits for the top racially
charged searches, in fact, are nearly all textbook examples of
antilocution, a majority group's sharing stereotype-based jokes using
coarse language outside a minority group's presence. This was deter-
mined as the first stage of prejudice in Allport's (1979) classic treatise.

Readers may be concerned that a substantial number of searchers
are African-American, since the word is often used by African-
Americans. This is unlikely: the common term used in African-
American culture is “nigga(s),” which Google considers a separate
search from the term ending in “er” (Rahman, 2011).13 Table 3 shows
the top searches for “nigga(s).” In contrast to the top searches for the
term ending in “er,” the top searches for “nigga(s)” are references to
rap songs. Table 3 also shows that, even among the 5% of searches that
include the epithet ending in “er” and also include the word “lyrics,”
the ‘top searches’ are for racially charged country music songs.

All data are from Google Trends. I obtain data for all 50 states and
196 of 210 media markets, encompassing more than 99% of American
voters.14 I use media-market-level regressions when other data sources
12 I do not know the order of sites prior to my beginning this project, in June 2011. The
ordering of sites for searches of just the epithet has changed slightly, from June 2011 to
April 2012. For example, while joke sites were the second, third, and fourth returns for a
search for “[Word 1](s)” in June 2011, these siteswere passed by an Urban Dictionary dis-
cussion of the word by April 2012.
13 Rap songs including the version ending in ‘a’ are roughly 45 times as common as rap
songs including the version ending in ‘er.’ — author's calculations based on searches at
http://www.rapartists.com/lyrics/.
14 Google Trends says that themediamarket data corresponds tomeasures of Arbitron. I
have confirmed that they actually correspond to designated mediamarkets, as defined by
Nielsen. I match other data to the media markets using Gentzkow and Shapiro (2008).

http://www.rapartists.com/lyrics/
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/interactives/guns/ownership.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/interactives/guns/ownership.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/interactives/guns/ownership.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/interactives/guns/ownership.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/interactives/guns/ownership.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/health/interactives/guns/ownership.html


Table 2
Top searches for “[Word 1](s)”.

Rank '04–'07 search '08–'11 search

Data used Data not used

1. jokes jokes
2. [Word 1] jokes [Word 1] jokes
3. white [Word 1] obama [Word 1]
4. [Word 2] [Word 2]
5. hate [Word 1] black [Word 1]
6. i hate [Word 1](s) funny [Word 1]
7. black jokes [Word 1] song
8. the word [Word 1] the word [Word 1]
9. racist jokes nas [Word 1]
10. kkk i hate [Word 1](s)

Notes: This table shows the ‘top searches’ for “[Word 1](s).” 2004–2007 is the time period
for the search volume used in the regressions and figures to limit reverse causation.
Results would be similar regardless of the time period selected, as the state-level correla-
tion between the two periods is 0.94. Depending on the draw, the ‘top searches’might be
slightly different. Top searches, according to Google, ‘are related to the term,’ as deter-
mined ‘by examining searches that have been conducted by a large group of users preced-
ing the search term you've entered, aswell as after,’ aswell as by automatic categorization.

Table 3
Music and terms, 2004–2007.

Rank Top searches for ‘[Word 1] lyrics’ Top searches for ‘[Word 2](s)’

1. [Word 1] song [Word 2] lyrics
2. [Word 1] song lyrics my [Word 2]
3. [Word 1] jokes [Word 2] lyrics
4. white [Word 1] hood [Word 2]
5. [Word 1] hatin me my [Word 2]
6. white [Word 1] lyrics lyrics hood [Word 2]
7. johnny rebel lyrics [Word 2] stole
8. johnny rebel [Word 2] stole my
9. david allen coe my [Word 2] lyrics
10. lyrics alabama [Word 1] [Word 2] what

Notes: The second column shows the ‘top searches’ reported for searches including both
“[Word 1]” and “lyrics.” The third column shows the ‘top searches’ reported for searches
including either “[Word 2]” or “[Word 2](s).” The method for calculating ‘top searches’
is discussed in Table 2. Also noted there, depending on the particular draw, the ranks
and terms might differ somewhat.
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are available at the media-market level and state data when such data
are not available.15

Racially charged search rates, for the 50 states and the District of
Columbia, are shown in Table A.1. Racially charged search rates for
media markets are shown in Fig. 2. The search rate was highest in
West Virginia; upstate New York; rural Illinois; eastern Ohio; southern
Mississippi; western Pennsylvania; and southern Oklahoma. The search
rate was lowest in Laredo, TX — a largely Hispanic media market;
Hawaii; parts of California; Utah; and urban Colorado.
2.3. Predictors of racially charged search rate

2.3.1. Demographics
Table 4 shows the demographic predictors of racially charged search

rate at the media market level. The demographic factor correlating
strongest with racially charged search rate is the percentage of the pop-
ulation with a bachelor's degree. A 10 percentage point increase in col-
lege graduates is correlated with almost a one standard deviation
decrease in racially charged search rate. Younger and more Hispanic
areas are less likely to search the term.

A major question among scholars of prejudice is the effects of living
near members of a group on prejudice towards that group: Does living
near African-Americans make white Americans more or less likely to
harbor racial animus? The Google data offer evidence for racial threat,
the theory that the presence of an out-group can threaten an in-group
and create racial animosity (Key, 1949; Glaser, 1994; Glaser and
Gilens, 1997). Racial threat predicts a quadratic relationship between
the percentage of the population that is black and racial animus
(Blalock, 1967; Taylor, 1998; Huffman and Cohen, 2004; Enos, 2010).
Zero African-Americans means race is not salient and racial animus
may not form. Near 100% African-American communities have few
white people; white individuals with racial animus are unlikely to
choose such a community. Columns (3) and (4) of Table 4 offer support
for this theory. Indeed, the preferred fit between racially charged search
rate and percent black is quadratic. The numbers imply that racial ani-
mus is highest when African-Americans make up between 20 and 30%
of the population. Three of the ten media markets with the highest ra-
cially charged search rate – Hattiesburg–Laurel, Biloxi–Gulfport, and
Florence–Myrtle Beach – are between 20 and 30% black.
15 It should be noted that some of this data are not easily obtained. If the total number of
searches, for a given area and time period, is belowanunreported, but clearly high, thresh-
old, Google does not report the data. In Appendix C, I show what I think is the first algo-
rithm for obtaining data that does not cross the threshold.
2.3.2. Comparisons with GSS
Fig. 3 compares the Google proxy to the General Social Survey (GSS)

measure of Mas and Moretti (2009): percent supporting a law banning
interracial marriage. Since the GSS only includes data for 44 states plus
the District of Columbia, the figures and regressions only include 45 ob-
servations. The Google measure has a correlation of 0.6 with the mea-
sure of Mas and Moretti (2009).16

Some of the outliers are likely due to small samples for some states
using GSS data. For example, Wyoming ranks as significantly more ra-
cially prejudiced using theMas andMoretti (2009) proxy than the Goo-
gle proxy. However, only 8 white individuals living in Wyoming were
asked this question by the GSS. (Two, or twenty-five percent, said that
they supported a law banning interracial marriage.)

The GSS and Google proxies for racial prejudice noticeably differ in
their relationship with ideology. The GSS supports some popular
wisdom that prejudice against African-Americans is now a larger factor
among Republicans thanDemocrats: The higher Kerry's 2004 vote share
in a state, the lower the percentage ofwhites admitting opposition to in-
terracial marriage. In contrast, there is no statistically significantly cor-
relation between the Kerry 2004 vote share and racially charged
search rate, at either the state or media market level.17 One potential
reason for this discrepancy is that racial prejudice is more socially unac-
ceptable among Democrats. Thus, underreporting of prejudice in sur-
veys will be more severe in areas with more Democrats. And surveys,
such as the GSS, will falsely find a negative correlation between percent
Democrat and prejudice against African-Americans.

3. The effects of racial animus on a black presidential candidate

Section 3 argues that the frequency with which an area's Google
searches include the word “[Word 1](s)” – a word, overall, used about
as frequently in searches as terms such as “Daily Show” and “Lakers,”
with most of them returning derogatory material about African-
Americans – give a strong proxy for an area's racial animus. This section
uses the proxy to test the effects of racial animus on an election with a
black candidate. The section focuses on the significance and robustness
of the results. I hold off until Section 4 in fully interpreting the magni-
tude of the effects.

3.1. The effects of racial animus on black vote share

To test the effects of racial animus on a black candidate's vote share, I
compare the proxy to the difference between an area's support for
Barack Obama in 2008 and John Kerry in 2004. I show later that the
16 The Google measure has a correlation of 0.66with themeasure of Charles and Guryan
(2008), average prejudice from 1972 to 2004. I thank the authors for providing their data.
17 The lack of a relationship holds controlling for percent black, as well.



Fig. 2. Racially charged search rate, media market. Notes: This maps search volume for “[Word 1](s),” from 2004 to 2007, at the media market level. Darker areas signify higher search
volume. White areas signify media markets without data. Alaska and Hawaii, for which data are available, are not shown.
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estimated effects on Obama in 2012 were almost identical to the esti-
mated effects on Obama in 2008.

Define %Obama2008j as the percent of total two-party votes re-
ceived by Obama in 2008 and %Kerry2004j as the percent of total two-
party votes received by Kerry in 2004. In other words, %Obama2008j is
an area's total votes for Obama divided by its total votes for Obama or
John McCain. %Kerry2004j is an area's total votes for Kerry divided by
its total votes for Kerry or George W. Bush. Then (%Obama2008 −
%Kerry2004)j is meant to capture an area's relative preference for a
black compared to a white candidate.

The idea is that the different races of the Democratic candidates
were a major difference between the 2004 and 2008 presidential
races. The 2004 and 2008 presidential elections were similar in terms
of perceived candidate ideology. In 2004, about 44% of Americans
viewed John Kerry as liberal or extremely liberal. In 2008, about 43%
Table 4
Predictors of an area's racially charged search rate.

Dependent variable: Racially Charged Search Rate

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Percent age 65 or older 6.884⁎ 3.341 6.492⁎ 3.757
(3.650) (3.447) (3.668) (3.495)

Percent w/ bachelor's degree −9.309⁎⁎⁎ −8.532⁎⁎⁎ −10.104⁎⁎⁎ −9.459⁎⁎⁎

(2.105) (2.147) (2.004) (2.129)
Percent Hispanic −2.620⁎⁎⁎ −2.298⁎⁎⁎ −2.659⁎⁎⁎ −2.297⁎⁎⁎

(0.462) (0.554) (0.454) (0.486)
Percent Black 2.556⁎⁎⁎ 0.283 11.245⁎⁎⁎ 6.734⁎⁎

(0.826) (1.268) (2.158) (3.172)
(Percent Black)-squared −24.731⁎⁎⁎ −16.517⁎⁎⁎

(5.613) (6.070)

Observations 196 196 196 196
R-squared 0.36 0.49 0.41 0.50
Census div. FE X X

Notes: Standard errors, clustered at the state level, are in parentheses. Racially Charged
Search Rate is as defined in Eq. (1), obtained by the algorithm described in Appendix C,
normalized to its z-score. The demographic variables are individuals in the group divided
by total individuals; thus a one-unit change represents a change from 0 to 100%. The de-
mographic variables are from the American Community Survey '05–'09. All county-level
variables are aggregated to the media market level using Gentzkow and Shapiro (2008).
⁎ p b 0.1.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
viewed Barack Obama as liberal or extremely liberal.18 Neither Kerry
nor Obama came from a Southern state, important as Southern states
have been shown to prefer Southern Democratic candidates
(Campbell, 1992). One major difference between the 2004 and 2008
elections was the popularity of the incumbent Republican president.
In 2004, George W. Bush ran as a fairly popular incumbent. In 2008,
no incumbentwas on the ballot, and the Republican president had a his-
torically low approval rating. We would expect a countrywide positive
shock to Obama relative to Kerry.19

Before adding a full set of controls, I plot the correlation between Ra-
cially Charged Search Ratej and (%Obama2008 − %Kerry2004)j. Fig. 4,
Panel (a), shows the relationship at the media market level.20 Likely
due to the different election conditions in 2004 and 2008, Obama does
indeed perform better than Kerry country-wide. (See Table 5 for a set
of summary statistics, including Obama and Kerry support.) However,
Obama loses votes inmediamarketswith higher racially charged search
rates. The relationship is highly statistically significant (t = −7.36),
with the Google proxy explaining a substantial percentage of the varia-
tion in change in Democratic presidential support (R2 = 0.24).

One non-racial explanation for the correlation between Racially
Charged Search Ratej and (%Obama2008 − %Kerry2004)j might be
that areas with high racially charged search rates were trending Repub-
lican, from 2004 to 2008, for reasons other than the race of the
18 Calculations on perceived ideology are the author's calculations using ANES data.
There were slightly larger differences in perceived ideology of the Republican candidates.
Roughly 59% viewed George W. Bush as conservative or very conservative in 2004; 46%
viewed John McCain as conservative or very conservative in 2008.
19 Bush's approval rating from October 17–20, 2008 was the lowest for any president in
the history of the NBC News–Wall Street Journal tracking poll (Hart/McInturff, 2012). He
was nearly twice as popular in the run-up to the 2004 election as in the run-up to the
2008 election (Gallup, 2012).Modern political elections are considered, in large part, a ref-
erendum on the current administration, even if the incumbent candidate is not running;
Obama consistently attempted to tie McCain to the unpopular Bush (Jacobson, 2009).
20 There are 210 media markets in the United States. Ten of the smallest media markets
do not have large enough search volume for “weather” and thus are not included. Two ad-
ditional small media markets (Juneau and Twin Falls) search “weather” much more fre-
quently than other media markets. Since they often score 100 on both “weather” and
“weather” or the racial epithet, I cannot pick up their racial animus from the algorithm.
Alaska changed its vote reporting boundaries from 2004 to 2008. I was unable to match
the media market data with the boundaries for Alaskan media markets. I do not include
data from Alaska. Overall, the 196 media markets included represent 99.3% of voters in
the 2004 election. All of the summary statistics in Table 5 are virtually identical to summa-
ry statistics over the entire population of the United States.
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Fig. 3.Google racially charged search compared to GSS opposition to interracial marriage.Notes: The x-axis in panels (a) is themeasure of racial attitudes used inMas andMoretti (2009):
percent of whites, from 1990 to 2004, supporting a law banning interracial marriage. The x-axis in panel (b) is the rank of the 45 states for thismeasure, with higher numbers correspond-
ing to higher measures of racial prejudice. Thus, the value 45 in Panel (b) means that state (Kentucky) had the highest percentage of whites telling the GSS they supported a law banning
interracial marriage. The y-axis for panel (a) uses the unrounded number in Table A.1 for the 45 states for which GSS data are available; The-y axis panel (b) is the rank of racially charged
search for these 45 states, with higher numbers corresponding to higher racially charged search rates.
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candidates. Data using other measures of changing liberalism offer evi-
dence against this interpretation.

Panel (a) of Fig. 5 shows no relationship between states' racially
charged search and changes in states' liberalism, from 2004 to 2008,
as measured by Berry et al. (1998). Fig. 5, Panel (b), shows a small,
and not significant, negative correlation betweenmediamarkets' racial-
ly charged search and change in Democratic support in House races
from 2004 to 2008. (In results shown later, I find that racial animus af-
fected turnout, likely explaining the small relationship with House vot-
ing.) Using exit poll data in 2004 and 2008, there is no relationship
between racially charged search rate and change in black self-reported
support for Obama relative to Kerry (R2 = 0.00); the relationship is
driven entirely by white voters (R2 = 0.28).

Furthermore, if the correlation were due to changing partisan pref-
erences correlated with racially charged search rate, other Democratic
presidential candidates would have been equally punished in areas
with high racially charged search rates around this time period. Howev-
er, I examine data from SurveyUSA, first used by Donovan (2010), on
(a) Obama − Kerry
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Fig. 4. Racially charged search rate and black candidate support. Notes: The x-axis in both pan
algorithm described in Appendix C. The y-axis in Panel (a) is Kerry's 2004 percentage points
vote. The y-axis in Panel (b) is Obama's 2008 percentage points of the two-party vote subtract
hypothetical presidential match-ups. I can test whether, matched up
against the same Republican candidate, Obama does worse than other
Democratic candidates, amongwhite voters, in areas with higher racial-
ly charged search. In February 2008, hypothetical match-ups were per-
formed between Hillary Clinton and McCain and Obama and McCain in
50 states. Among white voters, Obama receives significantly smaller
vote shares than Clinton in states with higher racially charged search
rate (t = −9.05; R2 = 0.49). In late September and early October
2007, in 17 states, hypothetical match-ups were performed between
John Edwards and three Republican candidates and Obama and the
same three Republican candidates. Among white voters, for all three
match-ups, Obama receives significantly smaller vote shares than
Edwards in states with higher racially charged search rate (Fred
Thompson: t = −3.49, R2 = 0.45; Rudy Guiliani: t = −2.20, R2 =
0.24; Mitt Romney: t = −3.48, R2 = 0.45).

Reported voting data are never ideal. However, the results of the al-
ternate match-ups, combined with the race-specific exit polls results,
combined with the House voting results, strongly suggest that
(b) Obama − Obama
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els is a media market's racially charged search rate, as defined in Eq. (1), obtained by the
of the two-party vote subtracted from Obama's 2008 percentage points of the two-party
ed from Obama's 2012 percentage points of the two-party vote.
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Table 5
Summary statistics.

Mean SD Min Max

Racially Charged Search Rate 39.78 9.21 16.62 100.00
%Kerry2004 48.83 9.57 19.89 70.06
%Obama2008 53.76 10.18 22.16 75.05
%Obama2012 52.04 11.03 19.66 76.87
%Obama2008 − %Kerry2004 4.93 3.18 −10.98 18.60
%Obama2012 − %Obama2008 −1.72 2.03 −10.61 5.27
%HouseDems2008 − %HouseDems2004 7.26 8.74 −39.16 72.59
ln(Turnout2008) − ln(Turnout2004) 0.07 0.06 −0.10 0.25

Notes: All summary statistics are reported for the 196 media markets for which data on
Racially Charged Search Rate and voting data are available. All summary statistics
reported are weighted by the 2004 two-party turnout, the weighting used in Tables 6
and 9. Racially Charged Search Rate is as defined in Eq. (1), obtained by the algorithm de-
scribed in Appendix C, normalized to its z-score. All candidate variables are that
candidate's percentage points of two-party votes in a given year. Turnout is total two-
party presidential votes in a given year. All political variables were downloaded at the
county level and aggregated to the media market level using Gentzkow and Shapiro
(2008).
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decreased support for Obama in areas with high racially charged search
rate is caused bywhite voters supporting Obama less than they would a
white Democrat.

I now return to administrative vote data at the media market level
and examine the relationship more systematically using econometric
analysis. I add a number of controls for other potential factors influencing
voting. I do notfind evidence for an omitted variable driving the negative
correlation between amediamarket's racially charged search rate and its
preference for Obama compared to Kerry. The empirical specification is

%Obama2008−%Kerry2004ð Þ j ¼ β0 þ β1 � Racially Charged Search Ratej

þXjϕ
1 þ μ j ð2Þ

whereXj are area-level controls thatmight otherwise influence change in
support of the Democratic presidential candidate from 2004 to 2008; β0

is a country-wide shock to Democratic popularity in 2008; and μj is noise.
Racially Charged SearchRatej is as described in Eq. (1), normalized to

its z-score. Thus, the coefficient β1 measures the effect of a one standard
deviation increase in Racially Charged Search Ratej on Obama's vote
share. All regressions predicting voting behavior, unless otherwise
noted, are weighted by the 2004 total two-party votes. All standard er-
rors are clustered at the state level.21

The results are shown in Table 6. All columns include two controls
known to consistently influence Presidential vote choice (Campbell,
1992). I include Home Statej, a variable that takes the value 1 for states
Illinois and Texas; −1 for states Massachusetts and Arizona; 0 other-
wise.22 I also include proxies for economic performance in the run-up
to both the 2004 and 2008 elections: the unemployment rates in
2003, 2004, 2007, and 2008.

Column (1), including just the standard set of controls, shows that a
one standard deviation increase in a media market's racially charged
search rate is associated with 1.5 percentage points fewer Obama
votes. Column (2) adds controls for nine Census divisions. Any omitted
variable is likely to be correlated with Census division. Thus, if omitted
variable bias were driving the results, the coefficient should drop sub-
stantially upon adding these controls. The coefficient, instead, remains
the same. Column (3) adds a set of demographic controls: percent
Hispanic; black; with Bachelor's degree; aged 18–34; 65 or older; veter-
an; and gun magazine subscriber; as well as changes in percent black
and percent Hispanic. Since there is some measurement error in the
21 For thepurposes of clustering, formediamarkets that encompassmore than one state,
I use the state in which the highest percentage of residents live.
22 Since I run the regressions at themediamarket level and somemediamarkets overlap
states, I aggregate Home Statej from the county level, weighting by 2004 turnout. For the
Chicago media market, as an example, Home State = 0.92, as some counties in themedia
market are in Indiana.
Google-based proxy of racial animus, one would expect the coefficient
to move towards zero as these controls are added. It does. However,
the change is not particularly large (less than a 10% decline in magni-
tude) considering the number of controls. The stability of the coefficient
to a rich set of observable variables offers strong evidence for a causal in-
terpretation (Altonji et al., 2005).23

3.1.1. Adding Google controls to reduce measurement error
There is not a one-to-one correspondence between an individual's

propensity to type the racial epithet into Google and his or her racial an-
imus. Individuals may type the epithet for a variety of reasons other
than animus. Individuals harboring racial animus may express it in dif-
ferent ways — either on different search engines or offline.

Anymotivations of searches of theword unrelated to animus that do
not differ at the area level will not create any bias in the area-level
proxy. However, alternative motivations that differ at the area level
will lead to measurement error in the area-level proxy. Classical area-
level measurement error will cause attenuation bias in the estimates
in Columns (1)–(3) of Table 6. In Columns (4)–(6), I reproduce the re-
sults from Columns (1)–(3) but add controls for an area's search rates
for other words correlated with the search term unlikely to express ra-
cial animus. This should reduce measurement error in the proxy.

Row (8) of Table 2 shows that some searchers are looking for infor-
mation on the word. I add a control for “African American(s)” search
rate to proxy an area's interest in information related to African-
Americans. Since a small percentage of searches for the word ending
in “er” are looking for particular cultural references, I add a control for
“nigga(s)” search rate. Finally, as some areas may be more prone to
use profane language on Google, I add a control for an area's search
rate for profane language.24 Columns (4)–(6) show that the coefficient
is more negative in each specification when adding the Google controls.

3.1.2. The cost of racial animus on an incumbent black presidential
candidate: evidence from 2012

Previously, it was found that racially charged search rate significant-
ly predicts Barack Obama's 2008 vote share, controlling for John Kerry's
2004 control. The robustness of the result is evidence of a causal effect of
racial animus on Obama.

Was there a similar effect of racial animus on Obama in his second
run for president, in 2012? Fig. 4, Panel (b), shows graphical evidence
that the answer is yes. It compares an area's racially charged search
rate to the change in Obama's two-party vote share, from 2008 to
2012. If racial animus played a bigger (smaller) role in 2012 than in
2008, we would expect the relationship to be negative (positive). In-
stead, racially charged search rate shows no correlationwith the change
in Obama's 2008 and 2012 vote shares. This suggests that race played a
similar role in 2008 and 2012.

Note, too, that the result in Panel (b), the null relationship between
racially charged search rate and change in Obama support, from2008 to
2012, further supports the causal explanation of Panel (a), the negative
relationship between racially charged search rate and change in Kerry
2004 to Obama 2008 support. In particular, the null relationship argues
against two alternative explanations. If the negative correlation be-
tween racially charged search rate and change in Democratic support
from 2004 to 2008 were picking up a trend away from Democratic sup-
port in places with high racially charged search rates, onewould expect
this trend to continue and there to again be a negative correlation in
Panel (b). Another, non-causal explanation for the result in Panel (a)
is that, by chance, racially charged search rate correlated with random
noise in 2008 vote shares. Bias towards finding, and reporting, signifi-
cant results led to this relationship being found. If this were the case,
23 When allowing for a more flexible relationship between the dependent variable and
racially charged search rate, I consistently found that a linear relationship fit best.
24 Following my general strategy of selecting the most salient word if possible, I use the
word “[Word 3].”
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there should be regression to the mean and a positive correlation in
Panel (b). The lack of a significant relationship, instead, adds additional
evidence that the correlation in Panel (a) is due to areas with high ra-
cially charged search rate punishing Obama.

Table 7 examines 2012 data more systematically. Panel (a) repro-
duces the six regression results from Table 6, presenting the identical
coefficient on racially charged search rate as shown in the correspond-
ing column in Table 6. Panels (b) and (c) of Table 7 introduce different
dependent variables. In Panel (b), the dependent variable is
%Obama2012 − %Obama2008. This, thus, expands the exercise per-
formed in Fig. 4, Panel (b). In Panel (c) of Table 7, the dependent vari-
able is %Obama2012 − %Kerry2004. Comparing coefficients in Panel
(c) and Panel (a), thus, can be thought of as comparing the size of the
effect of racial prejudice in 2008 and 2012.

The regressions in Panel (b) andPanel (c) use the samedemographic
and Google controls as in Panel (a). However, I use different standard
controls to reflect the different election conditions.25 Panel (b) of
Table 7 shows that, upon adding the controls, there still is not a signifi-
cant relationship between racially charged search rate and change in
Obama support, from 2008 to 2012. This confirms the robustness of
the null result of Fig. 4, Panel (b). The null result in Panel (b) suggests
that racial prejudice played a similar role in 2008 and 2012. Indeed,
the coefficients in Panel (c) are roughly similar to the corresponding co-
efficients in Panel (a).

To summarize, racially charged search rate is a similar predictor of
Obama's performance in both 2008 and 2012. In addition, the flat rela-
tionship between racially charged search rate and change in Democratic
support, from 2008 to 2012, further supports a causal interpretation of
the negative relationship between racially charged search rate and
change in Democratic support, from 2004 to 2008.
3.1.3. Robustness checks
Table 8 presents a number of robustness checks. Obama received

about 20 percentage points more of the two-party vote share in Hawaii
25 The standard controls for Panel (b) are: a dummy variable Home State that takes the
value 1 for Arizona and −1 for Massachusetts; and the unemployment rates in 2007,
2008, and 2011. In Panel (c), the standard controls are a dummy variable Home State that
takes the value of 1 for Illinois and Texas and −2 for Massachusetts; and the unemploy-
ment rates in 2003, 2004, and 2011.
than Kerry did. Obama was born in Hawaii. Excluding Hawaii, though,
changes the coefficient towards zero by less than 5%. The coefficient is
of a similar magnitude including changes in House Democratic support
from 2004 to 2008 and swing state status.26

The main specification requires a somewhat restrictive relationship
between Obama and Kerry's vote share. This, though, is not driving
the result. The results are of similar magnitudes instead using %Obamaj
as the dependent variable and including %Kerry2004j as an independent
variable, and they are of similar magnitudes using %Obamaj as the de-
pendent variable and including a 4th-order polynomial for %Kerryj as in-
dependent variables. Including this polynomial allows for liberal areas
to differ from conservative areas in their relative support for Obama
and Kerry. The fact that the coefficient on racially charged search rate
is unchanged (perhaps not surprising since racially charged search
rate is not significantly correlated with liberalness and voters perceived
the candidates as having similar ideologies) offers additional evidence
that racial attitudes, not ideology, explain the results. The coefficients
are also very similar including trends in presidential Democratic
support.

3.2. The effects of racial animus on turnout in a biracial election

There is also a literature exploring the effects of race on turnout. In a
classic paper, Washington (2006) finds that turnout increases 2–3 per-
centage points in biracial Senate, House, and Gubernatorial elections.

Was someof the effects of racial animus found in the previous section
due to white voters motivated to turnout to oppose a black candidate?

I first use the area-level proxy of racial animus to test the average ef-
fect of prejudice on turnout. I regress

ln Turnout2008ð Þ− ln Turnout2004ð Þð Þ j ¼ δ0 þ δ1 � Racially Charged Search Ratej

þZjϕ
2 þ ψ j ð3Þ

where (ln(Turnout2008)) − ln(Turnout2004))j is the change in the
natural log of the total Democratic and Republican votes from 2004 to
2008; Zj is a set of controls for other factors that might have changed
26 I do not include these controls in the main specifications as they could be affected by
Obama support and thus not exogenous.



Table 6
The effect of racial animus on black candidate vote share.

Dependent variable: %Obama2008 − %Kerry2004

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Racially Charged Search Rate −1.490⁎⁎⁎ −1.486⁎⁎⁎ −1.341⁎⁎⁎ −2.124⁎⁎⁎ −2.002⁎⁎⁎ −1.776⁎⁎⁎

(0.305) (0.258) (0.260) (0.435) (0.259) (0.304)
Home state 2.616⁎⁎⁎ 4.234⁎⁎⁎ 3.556⁎⁎⁎ 2.481⁎⁎⁎ 4.070⁎⁎⁎ 3.636⁎⁎⁎

(0.804) (1.118) (1.107) (0.854) (1.141) (0.996)
Observations 196 196 196 196 196 196
R-squared 0.26 0.51 0.62 0.30 0.52 0.62
Standard controls X X X X X X
Census div. FE X X X X
Demographic controls X X
Google controls X X X

Notes: Standard errors, clustered at the state level, are in parentheses. OLS regressions areweighted by total two-party presidential votes in the 2004 election. Racially Charged Search Rate
is as defined in Eq. (1), obtained by the algorithmdescribed inAppendix C, normalized to its z-score. Home State takes the value 1 for Illinois and Texas;−1 forMassachusetts andArizona;
0 otherwise. Standard controls are Home State and unemployment rates in years 2003, 2004, 2007, and 2008 (from Local Area Unemployment Statistics). Demographic controls are per-
cent African-American, percent Hispanic, percent with bachelor's degree, percent 18–34, percent 65+, and percent veteran (from American Community Survey '05-'09); change from
2000 to 2010 in percent African-American and percent Hispanic (from the Census); and gun magazine subscriptions per capita (from Duggan (2001)). All county-level variables are ag-
gregated to the media market level using Gentzkow and Shapiro (2008). Google controls are normalized search volume for “African-American(s);” “[Word 2](s);” and “[Word 3]”.

⁎ p b 0.1.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
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turnout and Racially Charged Search Ratej is as described in Eq. (1), nor-
malized to its z-score.

The results are shown in Columns (1) through (3) of Table 9. In all
specifications, I include percent black and change in the natural log of
an area's population from 2000 to 2010. Column (2) adds Census fixed
effects. Column (3) adds the same demographic controls used in the
vote share regressions in Table 6. In none of the specifications is there
a significant relationship between racially charged search rate and turn-
out. I can always reject that a one standard deviation increase in racially
charged search rate –which lowers Obama's vote share by 1.5 to 2 per-
centage points – changes turnout by 1% in either direction. This allows
us to reject a countrywide effect of racial animus as large as the effect
found in Washington (2006).

Does thismean that race did not affectwhite turnout in the election?
No. There are two ways that racial animus might affect turnout in a bi-
racial election. First, white Republicans harboring racial animus who
Table 7
The effect of racial animus: 2008 compared to 2012.

(1) (2)

(a) Dependent variable: %Obama2008 − %Kerry

Racially Charged Search Rate −1.490*** −1.486***
(0.305) (0.258)

(b) Dependent variable: %Obama2012 − %Obam

Racially Charged Search Rate 0.096 −0.146
(0.276) (0.287)

(c) Dependent variable: %Obama2012 − %Kerry

Racially Charged Search Rate −1.423*** −1.896***
(0.467) (0.425)

Observations 196 196
Standard Controls X X
Census div. FE X
Demographic controls
Google controls

Notes: Panel (a) reproduces the six coefficients on Racially Charged Search Rate corresponding
coefficients on Racially Charged Search Rate for the same regressions as those used in Pane
different election conditions. The dependent variable is Obama's two-party vote share in 2012
takes the value −1 for Massachusetts; 1 for Arizona; 0 otherwise and the unemployment rate
graphics controls are identical to those used in Panel (a) and are listed in Table 6. For Panel (c), t
vote share in 2004. Standard controls areHome State,which takes the value−2 forMassachuset
(from Local Area Unemployment Statistics). Google and Demographics controls are identical to
level, are in parentheses. OLS regressions are weighted by total two-party presidential votes in
usually stay home may be motivated to oppose a black candidate. Sec-
ond, white Democrats harboring racial animus who usually vote may
be motivated to stay home rather than support a black candidate.
These effects may cancel out.

If these effects do operate, there is a clear prediction. Increased racial
animus should increase turnout in parts of the country with lots of Re-
publicans. It should decrease turnout in parts of the country with lots
of Democrats.

I add to the independent variables in Columns (1) to (3) of Table 9
the interaction between an area's percent Democrats and racially
charged search rate. If racial attitudes affect some individuals' decisions
ofwhether or not to vote, I expect the following: it should increase turn-
out when there are fewDemocrats in an area. (There are fewDemocrats
available to stay home due to racial prejudice.) The effect of racial prej-
udice on turnout should be decreasing as the percentage of the popula-
tion that supports Democrats increases.
(3) (4) (5) (6)

2004

−1.341*** −2.124*** −2.002*** −1.776***
(0.260) (0.435) (0.259) (0.304)

a2008

−0.027 −0.401 −0.283 0.048
(0.284) (0.285) (0.311) (0.333)

2004

−1.377*** −2.551*** −2.427*** −1.706***
(0.284) (0.577) (0.469) (0.457)

196 196 196 196
X X X X
X X X
X X

X X X

to the six coefficients on Racially Charged Search Rate in Table 6. Panel (b) presents the
l (a), with a different dependent variable and changed standard controls to adjust for
minus Obama's two-party vote share in 2008. Standard controls are Home State, which

s in 2011, 2007, and 2008 (from Local Area Unemployment Statistics). Google and Demo-
he dependent variable is Obama's two-party vote share in 2012minus Obama's two-party
ts; 1 for Illinois; 1 for Texas; 0 otherwise; andunemployment rates in2011, 2003, and 2004
those used in Panel (a) and are described in Table 6. Standard errors, clustered at the state
the 2004 election.



Table 8
Robustness checks.

Specification 2008 coefficient 2012 coefficient

Baseline (all controls; Table 7, column (6)) −1.776 −1.706
(0.304) (0.304)

Exclude Hawaii −1.553 −1.463
(0.230) (0.411)

Add control for change in house voting −1.699 −1.610
(0.284) (0.452)

Add control for swing state −1.779 −1.647
(0.317) (0.442)

Use %Obama as dependent variable and include control for %Kerry2004 −1.682 −1.661
(0.285) (0.460)

Use %Obama as dependent variable and include 4th-order polynomial %Kerry2004 −1.648 −1.628
(0.293) (0.478)

Add control for %Kerry2004 − %Gore2000 −1.775 −1.694
(0.312) (0.439)

Add controls for %Kerry2004 − %Gore2000 and %Gore2000 − %Clinton1996 −1.731 −1.642
(0.329) (0.453)

Use %Obama as dependent variable and include %Kerry2004, %Gore2000, %Clinton1996 −1.577 −1.547
(0.326) (0.459)

Notes: Standard errors, clustered at the state level, are in parentheses. Results in this table are variations on Column (6), Panels (a) and (c), reported in Table 7. Swing State status is
Battleground States, as defined by The Washington Post, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2008/06/08/GR2008060800566.html.
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More formally, the regression is:

ln Turnout2008ð Þ− ln Turnout2004ð Þð Þ j ¼ α0 þα1 �%Kerry2004j

þα2 � Racially Charged Search Ratej þα3 � Racially Charged Search Ratej

�%Kerry2004j þ Zjϕ
3 þ ϵ j ð4Þ

where Kerry2004j is used to proxy an area's percent Democrats.
If racial animus affectedObama vote shares, in part, through changes

in turnout, I expect α2 N 0 and α3 b 0.
The coefficients on α2 and α3 are shown in Columns (4)–(6) of

Table 9. In all three specifications, corresponding to the same specifica-
tions in Columns (1)–(3), α2 N 0 and α3 b 0. In areas that supported
Kerry in 2004, an increase in racial animus decreased 2008 turnout. In
areas that supported Bush in 2004, an increase in racial animus in-
creased 2008 turnout. The coefficients tend to bemarginally significant,
and the standard errors are always too large to say anything precise.

In results not shown, I reproduce the results replacing
(ln(Turnout2012)) − ln(Turnout2004)), as the dependent variable.
County-level population data near or after the 2012 election are not
as-of-yet available, complicating interpretation. However, preliminary
results are similar, with no relationship between racially charged search
Table 9
Change in turnout (2004–2008) and racially charged search rate.

Dependent variable: ln(Turnout20

(1) (2)

Racially Charged Search Rate −0.001 −0.001
(0.005) (0.005)

Racially Charged Search Rate · %Kerry2004

Observations 196 196
R-squared 0.67 0.73
Census div. FE X
Demographic controls

Notes: Standard errors, clustered at the state level, are in parentheses. OLS regressions are weig
specifications is the natural log of two-party presidential votes in 2008minus the natural log of
obtained by the algorithm described in Appendix C, normalized to its z-score. All regressions
American (from American Community Survey '05–'09); and Kerry's share of the two-party v
bachelor's degree, percent 18–34, percent 65+, and percent veteran (from American Commun
Hispanic (from the Census); and gun magazine subscriptions per capita (from Duggan (2001)
Shapiro (2008)
⁎ p b 0.1.
⁎⁎ p b 0.05.
⁎⁎⁎ p b 0.01.
rate and turnout, on average, but a positive (negative) relationship in
highly Republican (Democratic) areas.

In sum, the evidence on the effects of racial animus on turnout is as
follows: Some Democrats stayed home rather than vote for Obama due
to his race; a similar number of individuals who would not have other-
wise voted turned out for the Republican due to Obama's race. There is
not enough statistical power, though, to determine this number.

Note, too, that these results can now be reconciled with those of
Washington (2006). An average black general election candidate
would be expected to have won his or her primary by a larger margin
than Obama won his by. We would thus expect that the average black
candidate would have faced lower racial animus in his or her primary
than Obama did in a country-wide Democratic primary. Thus, racial an-
imus among Democrats is lower for the average black candidate in
Washington's (2006) sample than for the country as a whole. Thus, rel-
atively few voters would stay home in the general election rather than
support the black candidate in the average election in Washington's
(2006) sample.

4. Interpretation

Section 4 compares Google racially charged search rate to
changing voting patterns from the 2004 all-white presidential
08) − ln(Turnout2004)

(3) (4) (5) (6)

0.004 0.025⁎⁎ 0.032⁎ 0.033⁎

(0.005) (0.013) (0.017) (0.017)
−0.056⁎⁎ −0.071⁎ −0.064⁎

(0.028) (0.039) (0.039)
196 196 196 196
0.80 0.67 0.74 0.80
X X X
X X

hted by total two-party presidential votes in the 2004 election. Dependent variable in all
two-party presidential votes in 2004. Racially Charged Search Rate is as defined in Eq. (1),
include change in log population from 2000 to 2010 (from the Census); percent African-
ote. Columns (3) and (6) add percent African-American, percent Hispanic, percent with
ity Survey '05–'09); change from 2000 to 2010 in percent African-American and percent
. All county-level variables are aggregated to the media market level using Gentzkow and

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2008/06/08/GR2008060800566.html


Table 10
Country-wide effect: Google compared to other measures.

Source Obs Measure Controls 2008 cost 2012 cost

Google 196 media markets Racially Charged Search Rate, '04–'07 Standard 3.5
(0.7)

3.3
(1.1)

Standard + Census 3.5
(0.6)

4.4
(1.0)

Standard + Census + Demogs 3.1
(0.6)

3.2
(0.9)

Standard + Google 5.0
(1.0)

6.0
(1.3)

Standard + Google + Census 4.7
(0.6)

5.7
(1.1)

Standard + Google + Census + Demogs 4.2
(0.7)

4.0
(1.1)

GSS 45 states % against interracial marriage, '90–'04 Standard 2.0
(0.6)

2.3
(0.6)

Standard + Census 0.6
(1.3)

2.1
(1.3)

Average prejudice, '72–'04 Standard 2.8
(1.1)

3.0
(1.0)

Standard + Census 0.5
(1.6)

2.0
(1.9)

ANES Individual Explicit prejudice Piston (2010) 2.3
(1.0)

APYN Explicit + implicit prejudice Pasek et al. (2010) 2.7
CCES Racial salience Schaffner (2011) 2.0

Notes: This table compares the results obtained using the Google data to those using the same specification but measures from the GSS and the estimate obtained by other scholars using
individual proxies for racial attitudes and individual reported votes. For all regressions used to calculate the estimated percentage points using Google or GSS, the regressions areweighted
by total two-party presidential votes in 2004. The point estimate is then the country-wide effect of moving from the area with the lowest value. Controls are those reported in Table 7. The
first GSS measure is fromMas and Moretti (2009). The second GSS measure is from Charles and Guryan (2008). Piston (2010) finds that overall prejudice cost Obama 2.66% of the white
vote. Assuming that whites accounted for 87% of the electorate yields the number of 2.3. For the GSS regressions, robust standard errors are shown. For the Google regressions, standard
errors clustered at the state-level are shown.
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election to the 2008 and 2012 biracial presidential elections and
finds that racial animus played a significant role in the 2008 and
2012 elections. Section 3.1 shows the main result of this paper: ra-
cially charged search rate is a robust negative predictor of Obama's
vote share. Section 3.2 shows that higher racially charged search
rate predicts increased turnout in Republican parts of the country;
decreased turnout in Democratic parts of the country; and, on aver-
age, no change in turnout. This section aims to give some intuition
to the magnitude of the effects of racial attitudes on presidential
voting.

How many additional votes would Obama have received if the
whole country had the racial attitudes of the most tolerant areas?
Media markets' mean racially charged search rate is 2.34 standard
deviations higher than the minimum racially charged search rate.
Table 10 shows the estimated vote shares from different specifica-
tions, assuming that no votes were lost in the media market with
the lowest racially charged search rate. In 2008, the estimated loss
ranges from 3.1 percentage points to 5.0 percentage points.27 The
specification including the full set of controls — Google controls, de-
mographics controls, and Census Division fixed effects, gives a point
estimate of 4.2 percentage points. In 2012, the estimated loss ranges
from 3.2 percentage points to 6.0 percentage points. The specifica-
tion that includes the full set of controls yields a point estimate of
4.0 percentage points.

The effects of racial animus on a black compared to a white
Democratic candidate can be compared to voters' well-established
27 In estimates using theGoogle controls,multiplying the coefficient by2.34 yields an ap-
proximation of the true effect. This would be biased upwards if measurement error sub-
stantially lowered the measured minimum racial animus. I do not find this is the case. I
calculate a newmeasure of racial animus as the difference in racially charged search rela-
tive to predictions fromall the controls in Column (4) of Table 6. This still leaves Loredo, TX
as having the minimum value. Regressing the dependent variable – the difference be-
tween Obama and Kerry support – on this measure of racial animus and multiplying the
coefficient on the regression by the difference between the mean and the minimum of
the measure always yields roughly the same result.
comparative preference for a home state compared to a non-home-
state candidate.28 Studies show, on average, that voters will reward a
candidate from their own home-state with about four percentage points
of the two-party vote (Lewis-Beck and Rice, 1983; Mixon and Matthew
Tyrone, 2004). This is roughly consistentwith the home-state advantage
found in the regressions in Table 6. Racial animus gave Obama's oppo-
nent the equivalent of a home-state advantage country-wide.

While racial animus obviously did not cost Mr. Obama the 2008 or
2012 election, examining more elections shows that the effects of the
magnitude found are often decisive. A two percentage point vote loss
would have switched the popular vote winner in 30% of post-War pres-
idential elections. A four percentage point loss would have changed
more than 50% of such elections.

4.1. Comparison with other methodologies

The effect of racial prejudice found by themethodology of this paper
can also be compared to estimates obtained using different data sources
and methodology. I find that the effects using Google data are larger
than the effects found using survey-based methodologies. The most
similar paper is Mas and Moretti (2009). Comparing the GSS to aggre-
gate voting data in the 2008 and 2004 elections, they argue that race
was not a major factor against Obama. This paper's methodology is
slightly different from the one used in Mas and Moretti (2009). Mas
and Moretti (2009) predict a county's Democratic vote share in 2004
and 2008 House and presidential elections from a set of dummy
28 I interpret the results in this paper as the effects of racial animus. An alternative expla-
nation is that this reflects racial attitudes more broadly, with perhaps the Google search
proxy correlating with other types of prejudice, such as implicit prejudice. My interpreta-
tion is based on: how common the searches are; the clear interpretation of searches as an-
imus; the fact that it is not clear how correlated an area's implicit prejudice and animus
are; and some research using individual data that do not find implicit prejudice an impor-
tant factor when controlling for admitted explicit prejudice (compare, for example, Piston
(2010) to Pasek et al. (2010) and see Kinder and Ryan (2012)). When area-level averages
for implicit prejudice are available, this interpretation can be further tested.
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variables (Year = 2008; Election Type= presidential; Election Type=
presidential & Year = 2008) and an interaction between a state's GSS
racial attitudes and the dummyvariables. This specificationmakes it dif-
ficult to pick up the effects of racial attitudes on voting for Obama since
House elections are high-variance (sometimes, one of the two major
parties does not field a candidate, dramatically shifting the Democratic
proportion of vote share). A large swing in House voting can falsely sug-
gest a large trend in Democratic voting.29

Nonetheless, I do confirm that effects using the GSS measures and
the specification of this paper yield a smaller effect and are less robust.
Table 10 compares the estimates obtained using the Google measure
and the specification of this paper to estimates using GSS measures
and the specification of this paper. Using either the measure from Mas
andMoretti (2009) or Charles and Guryan (2008) always yields smaller
estimates of the country-wide effect. The effect picked up using the GSS
data is largely due to a few Southern states which measure high on ra-
cial prejudice and also voted for Obama significantly less than they
voted for Kerry. In contrast to regressions using the Google measure,
where the effect is robust to including Census division fixed effects, re-
gressions using theGSSmeasures tend to lose significancewhen includ-
ing the Census division fixed effects.30 Furthermore, I find that the
preferred fit with the GSS measures is quadratic. The fit suggests no ef-
fect in just about all parts of the country but an effect in a few southern
states. The GSS is ineffective at capturing racial prejudice in all but a few
Southern states. Google is also advantageous relative to the GSS in test-
ing for causality: observations from large samples from 196mediamar-
kets allows for a rich set of controls and robustness checks, as shown in
Tables 6, 7 and 8; this is not possible with 45 state-level observations.

The final row of Table 10 includes the estimates from Piston (2010),
Schaffner (2011), and Pasek et al. (2010).31 Each uses individual data
and obtains a smaller preferred point estimate. This suggests individual
surveys underestimate the true effect of racial attitudes.

There are additional advantages to the empirical specification of this
paper relative to studies using individual-level surveys in testing for
causality, besides the likely improvedmeasure of racial animus. Individ-
ual survey studies rely exclusively on self-reported voting; vote
misreporting may be a substantial issue with survey data (Atkeson,
1999; Wright, 1993; Ansolabehere and Hersh, 2011). Further, their
measures of racial attitudes are taken from near the election. They
thus could potentially pick up reverse causation. Finally, studies testing
the effects of racial attitudes on political attitudes have been criticized for
omitted variable bias fromunmeasured conservative ideology (Schuman,
2000; FeldmanandHuddy, 2005;Huddy and Feldman, 2009). This is both
because the measures of prejudice, such as whether African-Americans
should overcome prejudice “without any special favors,” might be
29 For example, in Mas and Moretti's (2009) Fig. 4, the authors compare the difference
between the change in Obama and Kerry's vote shares and the change in House voting
to theirmeasure of racial prejudice. The difficulty with this comparison is that House elec-
tions in which one party does not field a candidate will create enormous noise in the vot-
ing metric, swamping any other changes. In 2004 in Vermont, Bernie Sanders won as a
highly popular left-wing independent. In 2008 in Vermont, Democrat Peter Welch won
with no Republican challenger. Thus, therewas a huge gain in Vermont Democratic House
support from 2004 to 2008. And the difference between the change in Democratic presi-
dential support and change in Democratic House support, from 2004 to 2008 in Vermont,
is −70 percentage points. Adding this kind of noise to the Obama and Kerry difference,
and having only 45 state-level GSS observations, it is unlikely that, even if theGSSmeasure
of racial attitudes did predict opposition to Obama, this methodology could pick it up.
30 Highton (2011) located an alternative data source for racial attitudes from The Pew
Research Center Values Study. Over the past 20 years, Pew has asked individuals whether
they approve of blacks datingwhites. Aggregating 20 years of data amongwhites, Highton
(2011) constructs ameasure available for 51 states and tests the effects of racial animus on
voting in theObama election.While standard errors are still large and the point estimate is
always smaller than using Google data, the Pew data source does lead to more robust es-
timates than the GSS data source, in part due to the six additional observations.
31 A recent paper by Kam and Kinder (2012) finds that ethnocentrism was a factor
against Obama. Tesler and Sears (2010a) also find an important role of anti-Muslim senti-
ment in evaluating Obama. Using Google data (such as searches for “Obama Muslim” or
“Obama birth certificate”) to further investigate this phenomenon is a promising area
for future research.
connected to conservative ideology and self-reported vote choices in pre-
vious elections are even more unreliable than self-reported vote choices
in current elections. Thus, individual-level, non-panel studies can only
control for self-reported ideology andpolitical beliefs. The empirical spec-
ification of this paper, using the unambiguous measure of racial animus
and controlling for administrative vote data from a similar election four
years earlier, does not seem open to this critique.

4.2. Pro-black effect

I find that, relative to the attitudes of the most racially tolerant area,
racial animus cost Obama between 3 to 5 percentage points of the na-
tional popular vote. Obama, though, also gained some votes due to his
race. Was this factor comparatively large?

A ballpark estimate from increased support from African-Americans
can be obtained from exit poll data. In 2004, 60.0% of African-Americans
reported turning out, 89.0% of whom reported voting for John Kerry. In
2008, 64.7% of African-Americans reported turning out, 96.2% of whom
reported supporting Barack Obama. Assuming that these estimates are
correct and, with a white Democrat, black support would have been
the same as in 2004, increased African-American support added about
1.2 percentage points to Obama's national popular vote total in
2008.32 Reported turnout data are not yet available for 2012, though
exit polls suggest that African-Americans turned out at similar rates in
2012 as they did in 2008. The pro-black effect was limited by African-
Americans constituting only 12.6% of Americans and overwhelmingly
supporting any Democratic candidate.

A variety of evidence suggests that few white voters swung, in the
general election, for Obama due to his race. Only 1% of whites said
that race made them much more likely to support Obama in 2008
(Fretland, 2008). In exit polls, 3.4% of whites did report both voting for
Obama and that race was an important factor in their decision, but the
overwhelmingmajority of these voters were liberal, repeat voters likely
to have voted for a comparable white Democratic presidential candi-
date.33 Furthermore, Piston (2010) finds no statistically significant rela-
tionship, amongwhite voters, between pro-black sentiment andObama
support, when controlling for ideology. Although social scientists
strongly suspect that individuals may underreport racial animus, there
is little reason to suspect underreporting of pro-black sentiment. Finally,
in unreported results, I add an area's search rate for “civil rights” to the
regressions in Table 6. The coefficient on racially charged search rate is
never meaningfully changed, and the coefficient on Civil Rights Search
Rate is never statistically significant.

4.3. Estimated cost of race compared to actual performance

This paper suggests a far larger vote loss from racial animus than
vote gains from race. This means that Obama would have gotten signif-
icantly more votes if race were not a consideration. Is this plausible?
Forecasting how many votes a president should receive, based on eco-
nomic and political fundamentals, leads to a large variance of estimates.
In addition, these forecasts tend not to include candidate charisma, or
candidate quality more generally, which may be important (Levitt,
1994; Benjamin and Shapiro, 2009), and such forecasts do not adjust
for changing composition of the electorate (Judis and Teixeira, 2004).
The highly Democratic Hispanic population has grown rapidly, consis-
tently rising from 2% of the electorate in 1992 to 10% in 2008. This
32 Assume that 65% of whites turned out in 2008 and 47.6% of white voters supported
Obama. If African-Americans had voted as they did in 2004, Obamawould have instead re-
ceived 0:126�0:6�0:89þ0:874�0:65�0:476

0:126�0:65þ0:874�0:65 ¼ 52:5% of the two-party vote. This is likely an upper-
bound, as any Democrat likely would have seen some improvement in black support
due to Bush's high disapproval rating among African-Americans.
33 Among the 3.4%, 87% both reported voting for the Democratic candidate in the House
race and disapproving of Bush. Among this subset, only 25% reported voting for the first
time. And, among such first-time voters, 60% were 18–24, possibly ineligible to vote in
any prior elections.



Table A.1
Racially charged search rate, state.

Rank State Racially Charged Search Rate

1. West Virginia 100
2. Louisiana 86
3. Pennsylvania 85
4. Mississippi 83
5. Kentucky 82
6. Michigan 78
7. Ohio 78
8. South Carolina 76
9. Alabama 76
10. New Jersey 74
11. Tennessee 73
12. Florida 71
13. New York 71
14. Rhode Island 70
15. Arkansas 70
16. North Carolina 69
17. Georgia 69
18. Connecticut 68
19. Missouri 68
20. Nevada 67
21. Illinois 65
22. Delaware 65
23. Oklahoma 65
24. Maryland 64
25. Indiana 63
26. Wisconsin 63
27. Kansas 62
28. Texas 62
29. Virginia 59
30. Vermont 59
31. California 57
32. Maine 56
33. Nebraska 55
34. New Hampshire 54
35. North Dakota 54
36. Iowa 53
37. Massachusetts 52
38. Arizona 51
39. Washington 50
40. South Dakota 50
41. Alaska 50
42. Wyoming 48
43. Montana 48
44. Oregon 47
45. Minnesota 46
46. District of Columbia 44
47. Idaho 39
48. NewMexico 39
49. Colorado 39
50. Hawaii 34
51. Utah 30

Notes: Racially Charged Search Rate is Web Search, from January 2004–December 2007,
for either “nigger” or “niggers.” This data can be found here.
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makes every modern election cycle meaningfully more favorable to-
wards Democrats than the previous one. In 2012, had the racial compo-
sition of the electorate been the same as it was in 2008, Obama would
have lost both Ohio and Florida.

Of the nine 2008 forecasts in Campbell (2008), three predicted that
the Democratic presidential candidate would perform at least two per-
centage points better than Obama did (Lewis-Beck and Tien, 2008;
Lockerbie, 2008; Holbrook, 2008). Of the nine 2012 forecasts in
Campbell (2012), only Lockerbie (2012) showed a substantial Obama
underperformance (1.8 percentage points).

Jackman and Vavreck (2011), using polling data with hypothetical
2008match-ups, find that an “average”white Democrat would have re-
ceived about 3 percentage points more votes than Obama did. Table 5
shows that House Democratic candidates received a 2.3 percentage
point larger gain in 2008 relative to 2004 than Obama received relative
to Kerry; the results in Section 3.2 suggest that the House Democratic
swing would have been even larger absent turnout effects due to
Obama's race.

4.4. White voters swung by racial animus

As another way of giving intuition for the magnitude of the effect, I
combine the vote share results in Section 3.1 with the turnout results in
Section 3.2. I can then estimate the percent of white voters who would
have voted for a white Democrat in 2008 but did not support a black one.

The percent motivated by animus is the number of votes lost due to
animus divided by the total number ofwhiteswhowould have support-
ed a Democrat absent prejudice. Section 3.2 finds that turnout was un-
affected, on average, by prejudice. Thus, the denominator (the percent
of whites who would have supported a Democrat, absent prejudice) is
the number of whites who supported Obama plus the number of
votes lost due to prejudice. Exit polls suggest that 41.7% of 2008 voters
and 38.1% of 2012 voters were white Obama supporters. The percent
motivated by animus is estimated between 3:1

44:8 ¼ 6:9 and 5
46:7 ¼ 10:7%

in the 2008 election and between 3:2
41:3 ¼ 7:7 and 6:0

44:1 ¼ 13:6% in the
2012 election. Regressions using the full set of controls imply that,
amongwhiteswhowould have otherwise supported awhite Democrat-
ic presidential candidate, 9.1% in 2008 and 9.5% in 2012 did not support
a black Democratic presidential candidate.

How do these numbers compare to what whites tell surveys? In
2008 and 2010, among whites who told the GSS that they voted for
Kerry in 2004, about 3% said they would not vote for a qualified black
president. Three percent of whites told Gallup that Obama's race made
them much less likely to support him (Fretland, 2008). Approximately
4.8% of whites told exit pollsters they voted for McCain and race was
an important factor in their vote. Evidence strongly suggests that
many whites voted against Obama due to his race but did not admit
that to surveys. The numbers can also be compared to other self-
reported racial attitudes. In 2002, the last year that the question was
asked by the GSS, 11.9% of white Democrats admitted that they favored
a law banning interracial marriage.

For additional intuition on the size of the effect, the numbers can be
compared to persuasion rates as calculated by media scholars. Gerber
et al. (2009) find that The Washington Post persuades 20% of readers to
vote for a Democrat. Gerber et al. (2009) report that, historically, parti-
san newspapers persuaded fewer than 3.4% of readers. DellaVigna and
Kaplan (2007) find that Fox News persuades 11.6% of viewers to vote
Republican. Thus, the proportion of white Democrats who will not
vote for a black Democratic Presidential candidate is roughly equivalent
to the proportion of Democrats who can be persuaded by Fox News to
not vote for a white Democratic Presidential candidate.

5. Conclusion

Whether many white Americans will not vote for a black presiden-
tial candidate is perhaps the most famous problem complicated by
social desirability bias. Scholars have long doubted the accuracy of sur-
vey results on this sensitive question. I argue that Google search query
data offer clear evidence that continuing racial animus in the United
States cost a black candidate substantial votes.

There are many important questions on sensitive topics that may
similarly be helped by Google data. In a study of measurement error in
surveys, Bound et al. (2001) include the following sensitive behaviors
as difficult to measure for surveyors due to social censoring: “the use
of pugnacious terms with respect to racial or ethnic groups;” voting;
use of illicit drugs; sexual practices; income; and embarrassing health
conditions. Queries related to all these topics aremadewith striking fre-
quency on Google.
Appendix A. Racially charged search rate, state
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Appendix B. Offensive words
Table B.1
Coding for offensive words.

Word Code in text

nigger Search Word 1
nigga Search Word 2
fuck Search Word 3
Appendix C. Algorithm to determine search volume at media
market level

Google Trends does not report data if the absolute level of search is
below an unreported threshold. The threshold is clearly high, such that
only the most common searches are available at the media market
level. And search volume for “nigger(s)” is only available for a small num-
ber ofmediamarkets. To get around this, I use the following strategy: Get
search volume for theword “weather.” (This gets above the threshold for
roughly 200 of 210 media markets, since “weather” is a fairly common
term used on Google.) Get search volume for “weather + nigger(s),”
searches that include either “weather” or “nigger(s).” (This, by defini-
tion, gets over the threshold for the same 200 media markets, since it
captures a larger number of searches.) Subtracting search volume
from “weather” from search volume from “weather + nigger(s)” will
give approximate search volume for “nigger(s)” for the 200mediamar-
kets. Complications arise from rounding, normalizing, and sampling.

Here is the algorithm:
Take a sample s in Google.
LetX be a set of possible searches. DenoteXj,s as the value that Google

Trends gives.
This is Xj,s= xj,s / xmax,swhere xj,s is the fraction of Google searches in

area j in sample s that are in X (see Eq. (1)).
Take two words N andW. And let C= N ∪W and B= N ∩W. Then

nj,s = cj,s − wj,s + bj,s. Denoting xj as the expected value of x in area j,
then nj = cj −wj + bj Assume that we have an area for which, for x∈
{c, w, n, b}, xj,s is independent of Xmax,s. Then Xj = xj / xmax. Then

Nj ¼
cmax

nmax
C j−

wmax

nmax
W j þ

bmax

nmax
Bj: ð5Þ

Assume that Bj is negligible, a reasonable assumption for words used
in this paper. The issue is that Nj, the word of interest, is only reported
for about 30 media markets, whereas Cj and Wj are reported for about
200 media markets. Since Nj depends linearly on Wj and Cj I can find
cmax
nmax

and wmax
nmax

using data for any media market that reports all 3 values. I
can then use these numbers to find Nj for all 200 that report Wj and Cj.
If Cj, Wj, and Nj were reported with no error for media markets, I could
find exact numbers. Even with 5000 downloads, I do not get perfect es-
timates of Cj,Wj, andNj. I thus back out the coefficients by regressing the
averages for 30 media markets that have all data available. The R2 on
this regression is 0.86, meaning there is minor remaining error. After
5000 downloads, regressing halves of the samples suggest that this
strategy has captured about 80% of the variation in the actual number.
To deal with the minor remaining error, I use the first half sample esti-
mate as an instrument for the second half samplewhen racially charged
search is an independent variable in regressions.

Algorithm in practice:

1. Download 5000 samples for “weather,” from 2004 to 2007.
2. Download 5000 samples for “nigger + niggers,” from 2004 to 2007.

(A “+” signifies an “or.”)
3. Download 5000 samples for “nigger + niggers + weather,” from

2004 to 2007.
4. Eliminate any media market that ever scores 0 or 100 for “weather.”
(A 0 means absolute search volume is too small. A 100 means it
scores the maximum.) (12 of the smallest media markets in the
country are eliminated, 10 that never show up and 2 that compete
for the top “weather” search spot.)

5. Calculate a media market's average score for “weather,” “nigger +
niggers,” and “nigger + niggers + weather.”

6. Regress “nigger + niggers” average score on “weather” average
score and “weather + nigger + niggers” average score for the
markets that never score a 0 or 100 on “nigger + niggers.”

7. Use coefficients from regression to back out “nigger + niggers” for
remainingmarkets, using their average search volume for “weather”
and “nigger + niggers + weather.”
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